Objective: This article outlines basic methods for quantifying reproducibility and responsiveness of evaluative outcome measures. Methods: The background noise in stable patients provides the desired information to quantify the reproducibility. From this, the smallest real difference (SRD) for longitudinal differences can be derived. We propose to use the SRD to define responsiveness: from all patients who change according to an external criterion, we take the percentage that changes at least SRD on the outcome measure. A more complete picture of the responsiveness of the outcome measure arises when the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is constructed, corresponding to all possible cut-off change scores. The proposed methods are illustrated with an empirical example. Results: In the illustration the methods appeared to be very useful and complemented each other. We could evaluate whether the observed change score was larger than that expected due to chance. With the methods it was possible to evaluate both the ability of an instrument to detect change if there is a real change in health status (sensitivity to change) and the ability to detect absence of change if there is no real change (specificity to change).
The methodologic quality of instruments measuring health status has received considerable attention over the last few years (5;12;13;21;27) . Evaluative outcome measures are used to assess the magnitude of longitudinal change in patients, for example, in clinical trials or in daily practice. The requirements for evaluative outcome measures are high reproducibility and high responsiveness (9;15) .
In this article we try to develop a single and tenable framework starting from the most basic methods for quantifying reproducibility and responsiveness. The proposed methods will be illustrated by an example from a randomized controlled trial on traction for nonspecific low back pain (3) . Reproducibility is the extent to which the same results are obtained on repeated administrations of the same instrument when no real change in health status has occurred. For an evaluative outcome measure, it is important that repeated measurements for stable individuals remain constant over time (15;21) . Lack of reproducibility can be the consequence of random measurement error (27) and real within-person variance (9;21) . Both components together lead to measured fluctuations in health status that occur in the absence of real change over time: the "background noise."
Responsiveness is the extent to which different results are obtained on repeated administrations of the same instrument when a real change in health status has occurred (9;17;19;28) . To assess the responsiveness of an evaluative outcome measure, often an external criterion is used to define whether a patient has changed (26) . The use of an implicit external criterion also has been proposed (23) . In our example we use an explicit external criterion derived from the same study to determine whether a patient's back complaints have deteriorated, showed no change, or have improved ( Figure 1 ). The external criterion determines the minimum change that is considered to be clinically relevant (14;20;32;33) . With the use of an external criterion we are able to identify patients who change equal to or more than this minimal amount of clinically relevant change. In order to facilitate the interpretation of treatment effects, Guyatt et al. (16) have proposed to use fixed criteria to define clinically important differences.
METHODS

Reproducibility
For an evaluative outcome measure, it is important that the reproducibility in stable patients is as high as possible. The most basic statistic for quantifying reproducibility is the standard deviation of a single measurement (SD single ) taken at any moment for a stable patient. SD single contains random measurement error as well as within-person variance. To evaluate the reproducibility within subjects, we are interested in the subject variability of the individual changes in scores over time. If a person takes the same test on two occasions, the standard deviation of the difference between the two scores can be computed directly. This is the relevant statistic when evaluating changes in an individual, abbreviated in this article as SD change ind . Dividing by √ 2 produces the basic statistic SD single , which can also be assessed by giving the same test repeatedly (27) .
To evaluate whether the observed change is larger than expected due to background noise alone, the relevant statistic (SD change ind ) should be multiplied by 1.96. Observed change of at least this size implies a real change with 95% confidence. We propose to report this expression of reproducibility as the smallest real difference (SRD) when reporting on evaluative outcome measures (24) .
Responsiveness. Furthermore, we propose to quantify the responsiveness of an evaluative outcome measure using an external criterion that classifies the patients as "changed" or "not changed" and a cut-off for the change score on the outcome measure under study. A serious candidate for the cut-off change score is the SRD, but with all possible cut-offs a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) evolves that gives a complete picture of the responsiveness.
Comparison of Change Scores with the SRD. Responsiveness concerns the correct identification of real change according to the external criterion. A perfect evaluative outcome measure will classify all individuals who improve (or deteriorate) according to the external criterion as having changed, while none of the stable patients will be classified as having changed. Individual patients may be labeled as having changed when the change is equal to or larger than the SRD. Consequently, the responsiveness of an evaluative outcome measure can be assessed by taking the proportion of patients with a change score equal to or larger than the SRD for improved (or deteriorated) patients (according to the external criterion). In this context, the measurements for sensitivity to change (for changed patients) and specificity to change (for stable patients) are useful. With the SRD as the cut-off, the specificity to change is, for a normal distribution, equal to 95%. ROC Curves. Deyo and Centor (9) have drawn an analogy between health status assessment and diagnostic tests. In some ways, determining the responsiveness for evaluative outcome measures is analogous with evaluating the accuracy of a diagnostic test and can be described in terms of its sensitivity and specificity for detecting change as identified by the external criterion. The ROC curve is a graph of the true-positive rate (sensitivity) versus the false-positive rate (1 − specificity) for all possible cut-off change scores (9;10). Using the SRD as cut-off change score is, of course, only one of many possibilities. Under the assumption that sensitivity to change is equally important to specificity to change, the point most upper left in the diagram represents the optimal cut-off change score. Responsiveness can also be quantified using the area under the ROC curve, which combines sensitivity and specificity for all possible cut-off change scores (9;18). The area under the curve (AUC) can be interpreted as the probability of correctly discriminating between improved and nonimproved patients (18) . This area theoretically varies from 0.5 (no accuracy in discriminating improved from nonimproved patients) to 1.0 (perfect accuracy). It is important to keep in mind that the AUC is a summary statistic that gives no information about the shape of the curve. To select the most optimal cut-off change score and to interpret the relationship between the true-and false-positive rate inspection of the ROC curve provides the best information.
Illustration
We have used data from a randomized clinical trial on the efficacy of traction for low back pain (3) as an illustration of our proposed methods to assess the responsiveness of evaluative outcome measures. Patients were selected for this trial if they had suffered from nonspecific low back pain for at least 6 weeks.
In this study population, we compared the responsiveness of two well-known instruments for evaluating functional status in low back pain patients: the Oswestry disability questionnaire (Oswestry) (11) and the Roland disability questionnaire (RDQ) (25) . The RDQ was assessed for all 151 patients participating in the trial. We asked the last 81 patients we recruited to also fill out the Oswestry at baseline and 5 weeks later, after the treatment period. The analyses below are limited to this subgroup.
Outcome Measures
The Oswestry disability questionnaire covers 10 activities of daily living that can be hampered by low back pain (11) . The Roland disability questionnaire was derived from the Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) by choosing 24 items relevant for low back pain (25) .
The external criterion for clinically relevant change was derived from the global perceived effect assessed by the patient on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = completely recovered, 7 = vastly worsened). We asked the patients in what way their low back pain had changed during the last 5 weeks. If a patient indicated complete recovery or much improvement, we classified the patient as having improved, while we classified a slight improvement, no change, or a slight deterioration as being stable. Patients who assessed themselves as much worsened and vastly worsened were classified as having deteriorated. In a secondary analysis we evaluated the influence on responsiveness of a less stringent external criterion. In this analysis the patients who only slightly improved or deteriorated were also defined as having a clinically relevant change.
Data Analyses
The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 7.0) for Windows 98. The sum score of the Oswestry varies from 0-100, while the sum score of the RDQ varies from 0-24. To enable a better comparison of the sum scores, we presented the standardized RDQ sum score of 0-100 by multiplying each sum score by 100/24. The outcomes of both functional status questionnaires appeared to be normally distributed at baseline. We calculated change scores by subtracting the score after 5 weeks from the baseline score. Thus, a positive change score indicated an improvement, and a negative difference, a deterioration. These change scores appeared to be normally distributed.
RESULTS
Scores on the Instruments
All 81 participants had complete data on the baseline and posttreatment (after 5 weeks) measurements. Through self-assessment of the global perceived effect on a seven-point scale, 6 patients (7%) rated themselves as being completely recovered, 32 patients (40%) as much improved, 19 (24%) as slightly improved, and 15 (19%) reported no change. There were five patients who indicated deterioration (much worsened or vastly worsened). Because of this small number, we evaluated only the improved and stable patients and excluded from further analyses patients whose condition had deteriorated.
Using the stringent external criterion, 38 patients had improved (completely recovered and much improved) and 38 were stable. The 38 stable patients were used to calculate the background noise. Table 1 shows the mean scores with the standard deviations of the improved and stable patients at baseline and posttreatment. The functional status instruments registered different mean scores at baseline. The scores of the Oswestry were lower than the RDQ scores. The baseline scores of the improved and stable group were similar for each instrument. Table 2 shows the mean change scores and corresponding standard deviations for the stable patients and the SRD. The mean change score for the stable patients for the Oswestry (−0.4) was lower than for the RDQ (5.1). The SD change ind was lower for the Oswestry than for the RDQ, and of course the same held for the SRD, which is based on the SD. The SRD was 18.0 for the Oswestry and 24.5 for the RDQ. This means that an individual had to change at least 18.0 points on the Oswestry or at least 24.5 on the RDQ to be judged as having really changed. Consequently, the Oswestry is slightly more reproducible than the RDQ.
Reproducibility
Responsiveness
Comparison of Change Scores with the SRD. The change score for each patient was compared with the SRD. Table 3 shows that 26% of the patients who had improved according to the external criterion had a change score higher than the SRD (18.0) on the Oswestry. For the RDQ, 63% of the patients who had improved according to the external criterion had a change score higher than the SRD (24.5). In other words, using the SRD as the cut-off change score, the sensitivity to change of the Oswestry was 26% and of the RDQ, 63%.
For the Oswestry, none of the patients in the stable group had a change score higher than the SRD. But for the RDQ, two of the stable patients (5%) had a change score higher than the SRD. In other words, using the SRD as the cut-off change score, the specificity to change of the Oswestry was 100% and of the RDQ 95%. These values were expected because the specificity to change is by definition around 95% if the SRD is taken as the cut-off change score. Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for the two functional status instruments. For both instruments, the curve lies above the diagonal, implying some responsiveness. The curve for the RDQ is clearly closer to the upper left than the curve for the Oswestry. Consequently, the AUC for the RDQ was higher (0.93) than for the Oswestry (0.76). The RDQ turned out to be superior to the Oswestry irrespective of the chosen cut-off change scores. Figure 2 . ROC curves of the change scores for the Roland disability questionnaire and Oswestry disability questionnaire (n = 76). The SRD (*) and optimal cut-off points (*) of both questionnaires are plotted in the figure.
ROC Curves.
The importance of false-positive and false-negative errors may vary depending on the situation. If we assume that sensitivity to change is equally important to specificity to change, the point most upper left in the diagram represents the optimal cut-off change score. Changes that correspond with the best cut-off points in this study were 5 to 6 points of the maximum of 100 points change for the Oswestry and 18 to 20 points of the maximum of 100 points change for the standardized RDQ (Figure 2 ). With the use of the ROC curve, every user can select the best cut-off change score for their situation.
In the first method, we used the SRDs as the cut-off change score. If a patient changed more than this, the change would be larger than expected due to chance. We plotted the corresponding true-and false-positive rates in the ROC curves, which were 26% and 0%, respectively, for the Oswestry and 63% and 5%, respectively, for the RDQ.
Secondary Analyses with a Less Stringent External Criterion
When using the less stringent external criterion in the secondary analysis, 57 patients improved (completely recovered, much improved, and slightly improved) and 15 were stable. The corresponding SRD was 17.2 points for the Oswestry and 33.3 points for the RDQ. We subsequently compared the change score for each patient with these SRDs. It appeared that 21% of the patients who improved according to the less stringent external criterion had a change score higher than the SRD on the Oswestry compared with 25% on the RDQ. In the stable group one patient (7%) had a change score higher than the SRD on the Oswestry compared with none of the patients on the RDQ. If we compare these results with the results of the stringent external criterion, the sensitivity to change of both instruments decreased, more for the RDQ than for the Oswestry, while the specificity to change of both instruments remained as expected at about 95%.
Using the less stringent external criterion, the ROC curve for the RDQ appeared to be still closer to the upper left than the curve for the Oswestry. The AUC for both instruments decreased, from 0.93 to 0.82 for the RDQ and from 0.76 to 0.73 for the Oswestry.
DISCUSSION
A large number of different methods to assess reproducibility and responsiveness of evaluative outcome measures are described in the literature (23;26) . However, there is as yet no consensus on the most appropriate strategies.
In evaluating responsiveness, it is important to evaluate both the ability of an instrument to detect a real change in health status (sensitivity to change) and the ability to detect absence of change when there is no real change (specificity to change). With the methods we propose it is possible to evaluate both aspects of responsiveness. Our illustration showed that both the Oswestry and RDQ were specific to change but that the RDQ was substantially more sensitive to change than the Oswestry.
Another method used to quantify responsiveness is the calculation of effect size statistics, which relate the magnitude of change (the signal) to the variability in score (background noise) (8;15;17) . We used percentages above or below the cut-off instead of the relative magnitude of change. In our opinion this gives a more complete picture and is less sensitive to outliers or extreme changes.
For the method we propose to assess responsiveness, an explicit dichotomous external criterion is necessary to define the minimum change that is considered to be clinically relevant. In our example we used global perceived effect as an external criterion. It is an all-encompassing measure for improvement that includes pain, functional status, and other aspects that patients perceive to be important. Most physicians would be reluctant to label a patient as improved or deteriorated contrary to this personal assessment. From both the patients' and the clinicians' viewpoints, it is relevant and sensible to ask the patient to assess his or her perceived benefit (6;13). This is no perfect gold standard that defines whether a patient has changed. We consider it a surrogate criterion that does not precisely define the smallest amount of change that is clinically relevant. Consequently, the background noise estimation based on this surrogate criterion and the real background noise will typically differ. According to the surrogate external criterion, the no change section of Figure 1 will be defined too wide, which has several consequences. Using a surrogate external criterion, we are not able to assess the absolute responsiveness of evaluative outcome measures, as the size of the statistics for reproducibility and responsiveness will depend strongly on the choice of the external criterion. Despite these complexities, a surrogate external criterion can be used to compare the reproducibility and responsiveness of different evaluative outcome measures in the same study population (2;4;7;8;22;26;29;30;31) .
The choice of a cut-off point for the external criterion to determine clinically relevant change is difficult and often arbitrary (23) . We performed two analyses. In the first stringent analysis, we classified complete recovery or much improvement as improved. In a secondary analysis, the patients who only slightly improved were also defined as having a clinically relevant improvement. In this analysis we saw that the sensitivity to change of both instruments decreased, although the ranking of the outcome measures stayed the same. We preferred the use of the stringent external criterion because we wanted to measure a clinically relevant difference and we wanted to anticipate socially desired answers. Our example illustrates that when evaluating the relative responsiveness, it is important to compare the instruments against the same external criterion. It is also informative to compare the same instruments against several external criteria in the same study population (7) . If results are consistent on the basis of several external criteria, confidence increases about the correct ranking of the responsiveness of the outcome measures (10) .
Analogues to diagnostic studies, the responsiveness of instruments strongly depends on the characteristics of the study population in which the evaluation takes place. There is, for example, some evidence indicating that the Oswestry is more responsive for patients with severe low back pain, while the RDQ is more responsive for patients with less severe low back pain (1) .
In clinical trials, the aim is to compare change over time between groups of patients. The methods proposed in this article can also be applied to groups of patients. To quantify reproducibility of an evaluative outcome measure in a group of patients, the SD change ind has to be divided by √ n. To evaluate whether the observed change in a group of patients is larger than expected due to background noise alone, the relevant statistics (SD change ind ) / √ n) can be multiplied by 1.96. Observed change of at least this size implies a real change with 95% confidence. To evaluate the responsiveness at group level, the mean change score in the improved and stable group has to be compared with this SRD group . In our example with a group size of 38, the SRD group of the Oswestry was 2.9 and of the RDQ, 4.0. The fact that the SRD group is much smaller than the corresponding SRD individual implies that the same evaluative outcome measure is much better at detecting change at group level.
The proposed statistics for quantifying reproducibility and responsiveness for individuals are independent of the number of patients in the study. Only the precision of their estimation is dependent on the size of the group at issue. On the contrary, for groups of patients, the size of the group has a direct influence on the magnitude of the SRD group . This has to be taken into account when comparing statistics of different study populations.
In conclusion, in this article we presented the use of SRDs and ROC curves for quantifying responsiveness. We started with basic notions and arrived at, in our opinion, methods that are both understandable and useful.
